
DARK CHOCLOLATE • TOASTED MARSHMALLOW • CITRUS ZEST

CATCAT

Whatever this time of year brings celebration-wise, we want to make 
sure there’s a co�ee that can carry you through the season. This is a 
co�ee you can use to brew a meticulous pour over, as espresso in a 
cafe, or bring to your grandparent’s house to brew on their Mr. 
Co�ee.

Doing double duty as espresso and brewed co�ee, this blend of a 
highly developed Peruvian and a lighter Ethiopian roast brings a 
balance of classic and modern flavors. The Holiday Blend is and 
should be, for everyone.

CONNECT

There is an undeniable comfort and coziness that come with the 
holidays, a feeling we strive to capture in co�ee form with our 
Holiday Blend. This blend is a nostalgic combination of Dark 
Chocolate, Toasted Marshmallow, piping hot Ovaltine, and a sparkle 
of citrus that come together in complete harmony. Our holiday blend 
has a classic co�ee profile everyone can appreciate, and enough 
complexity to keep it interesting. This is a great co�ee to snag if you 
like our Night Shift blend or are looking to serve a co�ee to the whole 
family at a seasonal gathering.

EXPERIENCE

Origin // 
REgIon // 
PrOducEr // 
VarIETY // 
ElEvation // 
ProcESs // 

PERU & ETHIOPIA
AMAZONAS & GUJI

VARIOUS
VARIOUS

1,500 – 1,800 M.A.S.L.
WASHED



IN: 18.8 - 19.2 GRAMS
OUT: 33 - 36 GRAMS
TIME: 24 - 29 SECONDS

ESPRESSO:
RECipERECipE

Both co�ees in this year’s Holiday Blend were processed with the 
Washed method and are organic certified. The Peru component was 
produced by 124 female producers in the Amazonas region of Peru, 
who are members of the Asociación de Productores Cafetaleros de la 
Cuenca del Rio Marañón cooperative. The Ethiopia component comes 
from Shakisso, in the Guji region, which is a semi-forested farm where 
many small holding producers propagate their co�ee. 

noTEs:noTEs:

DEEP DIVE


